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In This Penny Stock Trading Course You Will Learn The Inner Workings Of The Penny Stock Market &

How To Earn Consistent Profits By Buying Penny Stocks!

__________________________________________ Have you ever wondered why ever time you buy a

stock it goes against you and do you feel as though the market is out to get you personally? Did you ever

wonder how some traders online make thousands of dollars buying penny stocks and you just lose every

time? Would you like to learn a profitable trading method for extracting profits from the penny stock

market on a consistent basis? _________________________________________ If You Answered Yes,

Please Read On... _________________________________________ I am offering a very detailed

trading guide which explains my proprietary method that I use to profit from specific, short term buying
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opportunities in the penny stock market. This method can potentially generate sizable profits several

times per month or more if you are available to trade around the U.S. market hours (9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

EST). It is not available anywhere else online because i created it 100 from scratch. I am not going to lie

to you like so-called trading gurus and tell you that you can make millions of dollars in a short period of

time, because this is unrealistic and the fact of the matter is the liquidity in the penny stock market is too

low for these type of profits. What I will say is that making $1000 - $10000 or more a month is definitely

possible if you have $5,000 to $50,000 of trading capital in your brokerage account ($25,000+ is highly

recommended) and are willing to take calculated risks where the probability of success is in your favor.

You can also make much more if you have a larger account ($100,000+) and are willing to dedicate more

time to learning my method. Some wealthy traders like myself that post online, make $10,000 - $100,000

per trade with this method. If this information above interests you please read on because this is not a

scam like most of the penny stock investing guides that are online in E-book format. I spent thousands of

hours fine tuning my trading method and 12 months writing my trading guide on how I trade full time for a

living. I am certain it will be incredibly useful to those that learn it...

_________________________________________ Explanation Of The Penny Stock Market

_________________________________________ Statistics tell us that about 95 of people lose money

when trying to time the market however in the penny stock market, 99 lose. The main reason this occurs

is because most people look at the penny stock market like the lottery or similar to a casino. They throw a

few hundred dollars into some stock at $.03 per share that claims they have a cure for cancer and hope

that the stock will rise to $100 per share. What they do not realize is that the stock market is a zero sum

game where one person wins and one person loses, each time a trade is placed. The 1 of people that

consistently make money trade these type of stocks for a living and know what the profitable trading

patterns are and how advanced technical analysis works. Either this or they are using a market making

algorithm specifically designed to steal money from the uninformed. Of the 1 of profitable people, about

.001 of the people just get luckily and make thousands of dollars by chance. These people are equivalent

to a person that goes to buy a scratch ticket and wins $50,000 and random payouts like this help to entice

new suckers. __________________________________________ The Penny Stock Market Behind The

Scenes __________________________________________ The penny stock market is one of the

scummiest places to do business. Very few people seem to realize that a great majority of the companies



listed on the Over the Counter Bulletin Board (OTCBB) and the Pink Sheet Exchanges, are out right

scams. When I say scams I dont just mean very crappy, poorly run companies. Instead I am referring to

straight out frauds like in the movie boiler room. Every penny stock has a great idea for a service or

product and from their professionally designed website and detailed online profiles, they seem to be great

companies. Unfortunately under the surface they are nothing more than a a shell company with just one

employee claiming to operate out of some address that is actually an abandoned warehouse or a UPS

store mail box. They have no revenues, no earnings, no products or services, no cash on their balance

sheet and zero future prospects. Miraculously these companies manage to increase their market value by

hundreds of millions of dollars in a short period of time. My guide will explain how they do this and how I

have learned to buy these scam stocks and earn a profit.

__________________________________________ What Is Covered In My Guide?

__________________________________________ Detailed explanation of the penny stock market -

Who are the major players? Modern technical analysis - Why is it so important in penny stock trading?

Chart Patterns - What important patterns will you encounter in trading? Trading psychology - How do you

remain emotionally detached? Money management - Stop losses, profit targets, position sizing. How I

research penny stocks - Websites, software & other tools that I use. Explanation of my daily routine -

Overview of my trading methodology. __________________________________________ Why Sell

Such Valuable Information? __________________________________________ I realize the biggest

hesitation that most people have about believing this sort of claim is that people say If you have a

profitable method to make money in the stock market then why would you sell this information? The

simple answer is that I told you that if you learn my method you can potentially make $1000 - $10000 a

month without taking huge risks. Although this is good money that can compliment your monthly salary it

will not be a replacement because it is an average monthly return. One month you could make $10,000

and the next you could make $500. You dont really know when the high probability opportunities will arise

or how many opportunities will present themselves and therefore it is unlikely that this guide will allow you

to quit your day job by next week, but maybe a few years down the road! This is the same case for me

and therefore I am willing to share this information with a select few individuals who are serious about

becoming consistently profitable traders. I am limiting the number of people that have this information

mostly because the more people that start exploiting a profitable trading method the sooner that method



will stop working, and I can assure you I do not have any interest in losing this edge that I have

uncovered. __________________________________________ What Is Needed To Learn My Method?

__________________________________________ You will need a direct access brokerage account

that allows you to buy OTCBB and Pinksheet stocks with a reasonable commission rate such as $5 -10

per trade ( recommendations will be provided). Online discount brokers like Scottrade and Ameritrade,

etc. will not work well. You will need $5,000 - $50,000 or more of trading capital. You will need a real time

charting service that will allow you to see intraday and end of day stock charts as well as level 2 quotes

including Pinksheet and OTCBB stocks. This could cost $25 a month or more depending on how

sophisticated you want to get, although most direct access brokers may provide you one for free. You will

also need a basic understanding of technical analysis and a willingness to learn how penny stocks trade

on an intraday basis, but my guide will give you a detailed explanation of this and help you to become

skilled in technical analysis and chart reading. Lastly you will need Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel,

Adobe Acrobat, Mozilla Thunderbird (free) and VLC media Player to open files. Windows 7 and Mac OSX

is supported. This is not just an E-book but a group of files that will explain everything you need to

succeed! __________________________________________ Is This A Scam?

__________________________________________ This is absolutely not a scam. You are purchasing

my trading guide which will explain how I am able to earn profits in the penny stock market and how you

can learn to do the same. This is not information that you will be able to obtain for free. I have been

trading penny stocks since 2004 and have stumbled upon a method to make money by buying penny

stocks in the short term. I am providing a detailed explanation of my trading system and a thorough

overview of modern technical analysis, which very few if any books will provide you. (I have read 350

books on trading.) Whether you choose to spend the time and learn it is 100 up to you. You must

understand that your results may vary and there are no guarantees like bogus infomercials provide.

Despite this fact I am confident that investing $49.95 in my guide will be 100 worthwhile since you will

most definitely be able to recover this initial investment on your very first trade utilizing my method. Even

if you dont have the capital to start trading right now, you can start educating yourself and my guide will

greatly speed up your learning curve especially if you want to eventually trade higher priced stocks. There

are many so-called trading gurus that are trying to steal your money with bogus claims and false promise

and that is why I decided to write a guide detailing my legitimate trading method. I am even certain there



are other books on this site and other ones that will provide you with a guide for $10 or $25 that will be

completely worthless. People dont give away this type of information for so little since you can earn

substantial profits with a profitable trading system. Before I learned to trade I spent thousands of dollars

paying trading gurus for alert services and various trading systems and none of them were profitable. I

finally realized you must come up with your own method if you want to earn consistent profits, so that is

what I did! __________________________________________ This Guide Is Only Available For A

Limited Time! __________________________________________ Disclaimer: By purchasing my 147

page guide you agree not to resell. I am the author of this guide and own all of the rights.

_________________________________________ I am so confident that my guide will be tremendously

beneficial to you that I would like you to send me a review of my guide once you read it.
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